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The �Amazon Effect�

September 2017: Janet Yellen suggest that increased 
competition with online retailers �may have reduced price 
margins and restrained the ability of firms to raise prices in 
response to rising demand�.

Potential explanation for why US inflation was still too low

Some issues

hard to measure (no margins data)

one-time reduction in margins � temporary effect on inflation 

can only explain low inflation � not so relevant by mid-2018

Are there more persistent �Amazon Effects�?

Motivation



I study instead how online competition is affecting pricing 
behaviors in the retail sector

I focus on two distinctive features of online retailers:

Algorithmic pricing � affects price stickiness over time

Uniform pricing � affects price dispersion across locations

Changes in these pricing behaviors can have long-lasting 
implications for shock pass-through, inflation dynamics, and 
monetary policy

Motivation



1. Daily prices from the Billion Prices Project
From 2008 to 2017

All goods sold in CPI categories

~50 largest US multi-channel retailers (online & offline)

2. Walmart �Amazon comparison � 50K goods with product-level 
indicator of �online competition�

3. Geographical prices for identical goods
~ 10K products in 4 retailers: Amazon, Walmart, BestBuy, 
Safeway 

Simultaneously-collected prices for 102 zip codes in March 2018

Data



Price Flexibility

Over time

Cross-section � online competition

Uniform Pricing

Cross-section � online competition

Shock Pass-through

Over time

Cross-section � online competition

Agenda
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Amazon�s prices appear to change very frequently

Gorodnichenko et al (2017, 2018) show evidence that online-only retailers 
tend to have more flexible prices than previously found in CPI data

About 3.9 months implied duration for regular (non-sale) prices

Data from an �online comparison website�

Is this affecting more traditional �multi-channel� retailers? 

Price Flexibility in Online Retailers

Source: Screenshot from CamelCamelCamel.com taken on 11/29/2018



I use BPP data to measure the aggregate frequency of price changes in 
the US from 2008 to 2017 (with CPI expenditure weights)

The median monthly frequency has risen from approximately 14% in 
2008 to 34% today � implied duration of prices has fallen from 7 to 3.5 
months

Increase in the frequency of US price changes



Not driven by sale prices or retailer composition 

Increase in the frequency of US price changes
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Affects both regular price increases and decreases

Increase in the frequency of US price changes

Why 2012?



Other pricing statistics are less affected



Implied durations are falling in all sectors 



Data: 

50K Walmart products sold during 2016-2018 

randomly selected within categories

Constructed an �online competition� indicator for each product�
is it easy to find on Amazon?

Search Walmart�s product descriptions on Amazon�s website. 

Is this driven by online competition?



Data: 

50K Walmart products sold during 2016-2018 

randomly selected within categories

Constructed an �online competition� indicator for each product�
is it easy to find on Amazon?

Search Walmart�s product descriptions on Amazon�s website. 

Binary outcome: 

– 0 if no matches found (�No results�) 

– 1 if one or more matches found 

Mimics the behavior of a consumer trying to compare prices

Amazon�s algorithms are more likely to find matches for goods 
that are searched more often (algorithm learns from 
history/clicks)

Is this really driven by online competition?



Online competition reduces implied durations

Competition with Amazon reduces good-level implied durations by 
about 20%



The frequency of price changes has increased in the last 10 years

It rises with online competition

What are these prices/algorithms reacting to? 

Idiosyncratic or aggregate shocks 

Local or national shocks

So far�



Price Flexibility

Over time

Cross-section � online competition

Uniform Pricing

Cross-section � online competition

Shock Pass-through

Over time

Cross-section � online competition

Agenda



The same technology that allows quick price changes (�dynamic 
pricing�) can be used to set different prices for different 
consumers (at the same time) � spatial price discrimination

Geographical Price Differences Within Retailers

Source: Screenshot taken on 4/9/2018, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2017/05/how-online-shopping-makes-suckers-of-us-all/521448/



Online retailers also tend to have a single-price across locations 

Only a few supermarkets ask for zipcodes before showing prices

Discriminate via shipping charges? Coupons? � limited

Seems linked to online transparency and customer anger

Eg. Amazon 2002 promises to �never test prices based on 
customer demographics�

Geographical Price Differences Within Retailers

Source: Screenshot taken on 4/9/2018, 

https://www.wired.com/2007/03/best-buy-pushes/



Offline retailers have �uniform pricing� � DellaVigna & Gentzkow 
(2017) with US scanner data

Is uniform pricing another �Amazon Effect�?

Geographical Price Differences Within Retailers



Data from 4 US retailers (Amazon &  3 traditional) in 102 zip codes. 

For each product:

Two measures of price dispersion using all bilateral price comparisons: 
share of identical & average price difference

Geographical Price Differences Within Retailers

• 2 zip codes per state (min and 
max unemployment) + 02138 and 
98101 (Amazon HQ)

• Loop by product to minimize 
chances of picking up time 
changes



Uniform Pricing

Amazon has more uniform pricing, but traditional retailers are close

Differences are concentrated in �Food and Beverages�



Online competition increases Uniform Pricing 

Walmart�s products that are �found on Amazon� have less price dispersion 

The impact of �found on Amazon� is equivalent to a 10% unemployment 
rate difference across locations



Price Flexibility

Over time

Cross-section � online competition

Uniform Pricing

Cross-section � online competition

Pass-through

Cross-section � online competition

Over time

Agenda



High frequency of price changes + uniform pricing policies �
more price sensitivity to aggregate �national� shocks?

I start with Walmart and measure pass-through using a standard 
distributed-lag regression with quarterly data

Where s is either

Gas prices

Nominal exchange rates (trade-weighted broad index)

and X has includes sector & good fixed effects, and lagged dep. 
variable

What are the inflation implications?



Impact on fuel and exchange-rate pass-through



Impact on fuel and exchange-rate pass-through

Estimated levels of pass-through are sensitive to number of lags 
and other details in the regression

The increase in levels  when �found on Amazon� is robust to 
different estimation methods (OLS, fixed effects, difference and 
system GMM, both variables in the same regression)

Does this happen in other retailers? Is it affecting aggregate pass-
through over time?



Pass-through over time

I use 2 different methodologies:

1. Distributed lag regression with changes and price indexes �
Burstein and Gopinath (2014)

Short-run (2 quarters) & long-run (2 years)

2. Relative levels price regression using �identical� products across 
countries � Gorodnichenko & Talavera (2017)

• Limited to food and electronics (matched dataset)

• Advantage: only tradables & implicitly control for shocks that 
impact prices in both locations and may be correlated with e

Goal: show that pass-through has been increasing over time 
regardless of the method used



Increase in exchange rate sensitivity over time

Unprecedented 

levels in retail 

prices � 44% is 

closer to “at-the-

dock” results

Close to Gorodnichenko & 

Talavera (2017) results 

with data from a 

price comparison website 

in 2012



Online competition is changing retail pricing behaviors:

More frequent price changes 

More uniform pricing

When combined, these changes appear to make prices more 
sensitive to aggregate national shocks

Retail prices are less �insulated� than typically assumed 

Makes recent US inflation less puzzling (dollar appreciation, 
falling gas prices until jan 2019)

Other Macro implications

Inflation measurement

Price stickiness and �fairness�

Price dispersion and welfare

Conclusions


